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Volunteer Summary

Volunteers in Recreation
People who help each other tend to feel better about
themselves and their lives.
For more than 100 years, Portland Parks & Recreation has provided
safe, fun activities where people can connect with others, learn new
skills, and improve or maintain their health. From pageants to sports
leagues and art shows to hikes, volunteers have provided ideas and
talents to stretch our services and reach more people – for the benefit
of all Portlanders.
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Confident children are less likely to bully or be bullied.
756 middle school students volunteered with the Jr. Lifeguard, Swim
Instructor, and Playground Leader programs. They learned job skills,
gained self-confidence, explored career options, and practiced what
they learned.
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Who Manages the Volunteers?
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Teens that are encouraged by adults
tend to be more successful.
715 coaches showed young players that preparation, effort, and team
work lead to success on and off the court – demonstrating that there
are many adults who care about their well-being.

Oversight of Volunteer Hours
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• 42.3% of the volunteer hours are
managed directly by PP&R staff.
• 57.7% are contributed by Friends running
our facility and/or partners that offer
programs we support.

Children who participate in early learning activities
do better in school.
Last year 173 people volunteered in preschool programs in community
centers. As a result, children received more individual attention,
volunteers learned new skills, and parents found a social network
of people with something in common – young children!

Friends, 57.70%

Seniors who volunteer
are healthier.
• 18 Senior Recreation volunteers
led 240 hikes during 2013.
• 455 participants saw new
sights, experienced good healthy
exercise, and enjoyed fresh air
thanks to these volunteers!
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Protecting & Restoring
Our Natural Areas

Good environmental stewardship improves air quality, keeps rivers
running clean, and supports healthy populations of native wildlife.
City Nature West fosters an astounding 19 volunteer organizations and
logged 21,404 volunteer hours. On the eastside, volunteers worked
13,534 hours and our Willamette Watershed Steward directed 14,837
hours of volunteer labor. That’s more than 49,775 hours spent planting
and mulching native plants, removing invasive species, and repairing
trails. Along the way, hundreds of Portlanders learned how the right
plant in the right place removes impurities from runoff and improves
water quality.
Growing fruits and vegetables helps gardeners save money and
improve their diets. Sociologists report significant gains in “quality of
life” ratings when people begin gardening.
The Community Gardens program boasts more than 7,000 beds
supported by 129 volunteer garden managers. Approximately 2,536
community gardeners have learned sustainable growing techniques
while growing their own healthy fruits and vegetables.
Healthy street trees increase property values, sequester carbon,
improve air and water quality – and make the best home bases for
hide-and-seek!
The Neighborhood Tree Steward program trained 194
neighborhood volunteers to determine the health of a neighborhood
tree. Now sick trees can be addressed and healthy trees can flourish.
These volunteers are helping to grow a healthier, more sustainable
urban canopy.

“Parks are necessities, providing recreation, inspiration,
and essential respite from the city’s blare and bustle.”
Will Rogers, Trust for Public Lands

Flower gardens refresh our senses with pleasing sights,
fragrances, and textures.
Our “City of Roses” claims more than 20,000 rose bushes.
200 volunteer “deadheaders” expertly snip wilting buds so visitors
can enjoy a flush of colors from June through Halloween.
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Engaged neighbors keep communities cleaner, safer,
and more livable.
At Mt Tabor Park, 27 volunteers walked the trails, picking up litter and
reporting problems, while others spent 1,581 hours removing invasive
plants. The new Visitor Center welcomed guests from across the United
States and 32 countries.
They also bring new ideas.
Since 1989, Columbia Park volunteers have kept the “community”
in their neighborhood park. They restored the old Stone Cottage to
a beautiful spot suitable for weddings, birthday parties, and other
community events.
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Even small groups can make a huge difference.
The Friends of Argay Park patrol the neighborhood, tend the park’s
flower garden, and, every summer, host movies and concerts in
the park. They have fewer than a dozen members, but they have
a huge impact by encouraging community pride and neighborhood
involvement.
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Trees, trails, and native habitats
Natural areas provide endless opportunity for community engagement
through volunteerism. Stewardship coordinators work with dozens of
schools in what are effectively “outdoor classrooms.” They lead two
public habitat restoration projects every weekend and help dozens of
groups protect natural areas in their neighborhoods. Last year alone
their volunteers logged 81,966 hours of service around the city.

Parks, Gardens & Our Friends

Volunteer Hours by Region
Total for 2014 = 464,473
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